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What is BuddyUp?

• BuddyUp is a new, app-based service available on Google Play 

and the App Store

• It is a nationwide service and anyone in the UK and Republic of Ireland can use the app

• It has been created so that people who are using drugs alone can download the app and be 

connected to a Supporter, with whom they can build a rescue plan, detailing where they are 

and how to access them in event they require emergency help after using a drug/drugs

• BuddyUp is a low threshold, harm reduction service, aiming to ensure that an episode of 

drug use does not result in fatal overdose



How does it work?

1. People can download The BuddyUp App on their Android or Apple device. It will work 
anywhere they have cellular signal or Wi-Fi access.

2. They then set up a rescue plan that details where (and any specific details around access) 
emergency services help can be sent in the event they overdose.

3. Anonymously and privately connect to a BuddyUp supporter through the app before they 
use drugs alone.

4. Their supporter will ask them for some basic details about the type of drugs they’re using 
and ask them about their rescue plan. They will stay on the line with them until they feel 
that they are safe.

5. If they become unresponsive, their supporter will send emergency services help 
according to the instructions they provided in their rescue plan.



Why is this important?

• Concern around changes to the UK drug supply

• In short, this will cause a higher volume of synthetic drugs being passed of 

as/mixed with heroin, something which has already led to an increase in drug 

poisoning and deaths across the country

• We think this is a really crucial time to spread the word on BuddyUp as it has 

huge potential to prevent avoidable fatal overdose, particularly for those using 

drugs alone



Pilot

“I’ve just tried your app now and it 
was amazing. I love the fact there 
was no switchboard to navigate 
and the supporter was 
knowledgeable and well-informed. 
The call connected right away. I 
couldn’t believe how easy it was. It 
was fantastic“
- BuddyUp Caller 



Case study (call from person who uses drugs)

• BuddyUp received a call from a gentlemen who wanted some harm reduction advice re 
oxycodone

• Our supporter advised him of the ‘low and slow’ general rule of thumb to remember, and 
more specifically that an 80mg tablet is a considerable amount so our advice would be 
not to take it in one go

• Caller agreed they would take it in quarter doses due to the risks
• Our supporter was also able to advise of the risks that it could potentially contain 

synthetic opioids that he might not be expecting
• Following the call, our supporter was able to gather additional information that may 

support when he calls back

• Wider scope of BuddyUp benefits - beyond it’s primary aim to get people emergency 
help should they overdose on the line with us, BuddyUp is also able to provide harm 
reduction advice that is otherwise often difficult to obtain



Addressing barriers to accessing the service

• Access to a smartphone as a requirement to use the service – 0800 
free phoneline

• Phone a friend option

• Expansion of opening hours to support people using drugs at any 
time of the day or night

• Translation services



Marketing materials - Leaflet



Marketing materials – Poster & Wallet Cards



Any questions?

Please email Cranstoun’s 
Innovation Programme Lead
Paige Smith for any follow up questions: 
psmith@cranstoun.org.uk
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